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"IOWA STATE" Souvenir Gifts
For Veishea Visitors
I.S.C. View Folders ..........10c
Small Pennants ...............10c
Long John Pencils ............15c
Campanile Pencils ..........25c
Campanile Mirrors ..........50c
Metal Desk Knife ..........35c
Large Pennants ...........50c-$2.50
Felt Animals ..........$1.00

Student Supply Store
South of Campus

CHAPTER NEWS
If you want distinctive, economical work done on your rushing papers and the spring edition of your chapter's news, bring them to us for dependable service.

CARTER PRESS
127 WELCH

For That Picnic . . .
Stop In The
Ames Service Food Market
for your Potato Chips, Pickles, and Sandwiches.
Campustown Phone 506

KEEN-KUTTER SCISSORS
Straight and Bent Styles—5½ to 8½ inches
$1.30 to $1.75
CHRISTENSEN'S HARDWARE
Campustown Phone 121

Defense Drafts

Aluminum

S. J. Swensson, secretary, Aluminum Wares Association, tells of the industry and defense

"Defense first" is the slogan of the aluminum cooking utensil industry as well as other housewares fields. The present temporary curtailment of utensil manufacturing for civilian purpose should soon be offset by the large increase in aluminum ingot production now coming in. The present metal shortage is due to the needs of defense purposes.

Aluminum cooking utensil manufacturers, now engaged in national defense orders, are only partially equipped to handle high strength aluminum alloys required for major defense uses. They are necessarily maintaining their plants for expansion in domestic manufacture as soon as the temporary metal shortage is over.

These manufacturers represent only one of many industries affected by the recent rapid growth of the use of aluminum for national defense purposes. Within the past few months this has resulted in reductions of aluminum ingot and sheet shipments to cooking utensil plants and these other companies.

It is well known that many civilian users of aluminum for everything from streamlined trains to bottle caps and toothpaste tubes temporarily are urged by government agencies and the aluminum industry to use substitute materials so that more aluminum may go to the fighting aircraft and other armaments.

Household wares have not been affected so seriously in proportion because of the smaller tonnage involved. Even though showing a steady sales growth over the past 10 years, cooking utensils represent a declining percentage of the total aluminum produced. This probably has been under four percent in recent months.

As defense requirements for aluminum have increased, so have aluminum production facilities, which this year will probably exceed the production of 1939 by 200 million pounds of aluminum ingot. Production estimates for 1942 are in excess of this year's total by nearly 300 million pounds. This means that 1941, because defense requirements are now in high gear, will find temporary shortages in the plants of every civilian aluminum user.

Aluminum cooking utensil manufacturers are now supplying regular line items by reducing their warehouse inventories. This will be continued for some time, supplemented by limited new manufacturing from reduced supplies of metal through a voluntary producers' rationing system.

The attitude of aluminum utensil manufacturers is of the fullest cooperation with the government and the producers of aluminum. All are conscious of defense metal needs and many are devoting a large percentage of their plant facilities to the production of defense materials, including cooking utensils for the military and naval establishments.

However, as the National Defense Advisory Commission recently pointed out, fabricators in the utensil
industry "cannot turn out the sheets required for airplanes." This means that the aluminum cooking utensil manufacturers are assuming their share of the preparedness program but are maintaining their production machinery ready to expand it in the manufacture of cooking utensils for civilian use just the minute the temporary shortage of metal is over.

While it has been learned by the Defense Commission and aluminum industry research that temporary substitutes can be found for aluminum in many of its broad non-defense uses, it is not so easily substituted in the utensil field.
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Your headquarters for spring prom formals

THE MILLER-WOHL CO.
Des Moines, Iowa

---

"Stars over VEISHEA"...

If you have friends or relatives visiting you on the campus during Veishea, have them stop in at the Dairy Industry Building and actually see these three stars from the milky way— Iowa Blue, Edam and Swiss cheeses.

Made from highest quality products, these Iowa State College-Brand cheeses are worthy of stardom on any table. They're noted for their excellent flavor, fine texture and delicious wholesomeness. Your visitors will certainly want to take some home—it's the most distinctive souvenir they can get of Iowa State.

You Can Buy These Cheeses at

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY BUILDING

* IOWA BLUE (4.5 lb. Package)
* SWISS (5 lb. Package)
* EDAM (3 lb. Package)